Spatiotemporal pattern formation in two-dimensional neural circuits: roles of refractoriness and noise.
Refractoriness is one of the most fundamental states of neural firing activity, in which neurons that have just fired are unable to produce another spike, regardless of the strength of afferent stimuli. Another essential and unavoidable feature of neural systems is the existence of noise. To study the role of these essential factors in spatiotemporal pattern formation in neural systems, a spatially expended neural network model is constructed, with the dynamics of its individual neurons capturing the three most essential states of the neural firing behavior: firing, refractory and resting, and the network topology consistent with the widely observed center-surround coupling manner in the real brain. By changing the refractory period with and without noise in a systematic way in the network, it is shown numerically and analytically that without refractoriness, or when the refractory period is smaller than a certain value, the collective activity pattern of the system consists of localized, oscillating patterns. However, when the refractory period is greater than a certain value, crescent-shaped, localized propagating patterns emerge in the presence of noise. It is further illustrated that the formation of the dynamical spiking patterns is due to a symmetry breaking mechanism, refractoriness-induced symmetry breaking; that is generated by the interplay of noise and refractoriness in the network model. This refractoriness-induced symmetry breaking provides a novel perspective on the emergence of localized, spiking wave patterns or spike timing sequences as ubiquitously observed in real neural systems; it therefore suggests that refractoriness may benefit neural systems in their temporal information processing, rather than limiting the performance of neurons, as has been conventionally thought. Our results also highlight the importance of considering noise in studying spatially extended neural systems, where it may facilitate the formation of spatiotemporal order.